
Why partner Cobraprokit

NO BINDING CONTRACTS

BESPOKE or WHOLESALE PRODUCTS

IN HOUSE DESIGN, EMBROIDERY & PRINT

LEAD TIMES 3-5 WEEKS (Guaranteed)

Sportsclass Ltd. 136 Castle Street, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 1HL



About Cobraprokit

3-4 weeks 

WE HAVE BEEN PRODUCING HIGH QUALITY SPORTS WEAR FOR OVER 17 YEARS.

Founded in 1996, Sportsclass has been at the forefront of innovative sports and leisure wear design, and a 
market leader in the supply of bespoke sports and leisure wear to markets in the UK and Europe, under our 

Coraprokit label.

We are totally transparent in our dealings with our customers, and pride ourselves on our on time deliveries 
and quality assurance. Our bespoke clothing is manufactured in specially selected factories, carefully vetted 

for their ability to manufacture to our quality and delivery demands. Our factories have been carefully 
selected and are situated in England, Portugal, South  Africa, Pakistan and India.

We do not manufacture in China.

We offer 3 variations of supply  
Sublimation   
Cut and sew  
Wholesale

-----------------------------------

We also offer the following production expertise from our facility in Suffolk
Embroidery
Cad printing

Silk screen printing
 ----------------------------------

We have our own design team of 10 highly skilled
 digital designers, based in our offices in Girona, who can produce the designs for

the most simple or the most innovative clothing.
----------------------------------

Our lead times average on sublimated clothing, and
4 weeks on cut & Sew.

Our production capacity is 2500 garments a week, which we
are raising to 4000 per week with the investment of new machinery.

----------------------------------

We can also supply branded & non branded wholesale lines, which we then
print and embroider in our facility in Suffolk. Lead times range

from 3 to 10 days’
-------------------------------------

No long term Contracts
We firmly believe that there is no reason to ask clients to commit to long term

contracts. These long term contracts are only for the benefit of the supplier, and not the Customer.
We believe that we are only as good as the last order. If we don’t perform, we do not expect to

be retained.

No minimum order quantity
We can supply from 1 garment to 1000+. No price hike for small quantities



Sponsorship
for all products

There is a lot of hype surrounding SPONSORSHIP. In reality there
is no such thing!

Sponsorship is very simple. As a customer, you pay more for the
products, so the suppliers can give you discounts or gift of kit, 
from their increased profit.

You take on Samurai as your contracted supplier and they 
offer attractive sponsorship deals, and gift of kit. 

Let’s say you are paying £35.00 for a top of the range rugby shirt
 and our comparible shirt price is £25.00.  That is a difference of 
£10.00 per shirt or up to £220.00 per team set.

If the order was for 10 sets that gives them a £2200.00 fund
(over our prices) to give back sponsorship to you. 

So they offer you a free set of shirts, which would have cost you
22 x £35.00 = £770.00. This gift would cost them approx £220.00,
or £10.00 per shirt.!

So, for the 10 sets of shirts you spent £2200.00 more than you
would have done with Cobraprokit,,and this extra income has
only cost the suppler £220.00 in free kit!

So, at Cobraprokit , we would rather have a simple transparent
price for all products. These products will show substantial savings
over other suppliers, and those savings remain in your budget, and 
not the suppliers profits. 

An example would be as follows



Production Type

SUBLIMATION

Lead time 3-4 weeks from artwork approval.

Sublimation is used in the production of printed sports & leisure wear. The 
process provides the best quality and most durable printing option. The inks 
are fused into the fabric as opposed to sitting on top, as inkjet and screen 
printing does, meaning any design can be printed, and as many logos and 

crests included at no extra costs.

The process also gives the fabric a much softer feel whilst being more
durable.

The colours can be of your choice, from an exciting CMYK pallet. As these
colours are mixed at the time of production via  CMYK coding, you are

guaranteed uniformity with every re-production.

The colours also remain vibrant, wash after wash, making the fabrics
ideal for schools and clubs.

FABRIC Handle Lycra Weight Training Multi-sports Rugby

TP140 140gsm Yes Non-contact

TPINTER 145GSM Yes Non-contact

TPNAB 145gsm Yes Non-contact

TCONFORT Breathable 145gsm Yes Non-contact

TRAS 150gsm Yes Non-contact

TSWEAT 225gsm Yes

TPSUD 150gsm Yes

TLBANY 18% 190gsm Yes

TPBRI 160gsm Yes Non-contact

TRECV Reversible 200gsm Yes Yes

TR220 220gsm Yes Yes

TR250 250gsm Yes Yes

TR280 Reversible 280gsm Yes Yes

TRL5 5% 280gsm Yes Yes

TRL10 10% 400gsm Yes Yes

TRL12 12% 280gsm Yes Yes



Pro ItK

Production Type

BESPOKE TRAINING & LEISURE WEAR 

Lead time 4-5 weeks from artwork approval.

Cut & Sew  is used in the production of panelled sports & leisure wear. In sublimation 
the product is a front, back and arms, and any panels are printed. With Cut

& Sew the panels are stitched in, and the colour is in the fabric.
ie) a navy panel uses Navy fabric, a red panel uses red panel. 

Cut and sew is used for the production of Cottons, Polycottons
Micro fibres, and Taslan (Nylon) fabrics.The colour

choices are dependant upon the fabric dying process. This process is not
as progressive as sublimation, and variations can occur in colour shades.

Printing of these fabrics is laid onto the fabric or embroidered, 
and this is done either before the fabric is stitched or in house in the UK

The garments below are manufactured by this method

+ Tracksuits: Micro fibre, Polyester
+ Jackets: Taslan, with mesh and fleece linings. 

+ Polos: Cotton and Polycotton
+ T-shirts: Cotton & Polycotton

+ Hoodys: Fleece
+ Jackets: Fleece

+ Gillet: Taslan + micro fleece or quilted lining
+ Rugby shirts: Polycotton
+ Hockey Shirts: Polyester

+ Cricket trousers: Polyester or Polycotton
+ Cricket shirts: Polyester
+ Cricket sweaters: Fleece

+ all other non sublimated sports garments



Production Type
BRANDED & WHOLESALE

chose from over 2000products

Ideal when quick deliveries are needed 
with lead times from 3 to 10 days

Unlike other branded suppliers, we not only have our own “off the shelf” range

 
of training and leisure wear, but our catalogue has over 2000 branded products. 

Our own in house embroidery and print means we can supply small or large 
quantities, quickly and efficiently.

From Nike, Adidas, Kooga, Gamegear and many more exciting brands.

Our customers are given access to our ON-LINE catalogue. All they have 
to do is select a garment, send us details, including print requirements

and they will be delivered within 3-10 days dependant upon requirements.

In extreme cases, we can effect next day delivery!

+                           +                       +                                              +



Presented by Sportsclass Ltd 

Telephone: 02081233492
Sales Mobile;07879465386

email; sports@sportsclass.com

Web sites
www.sportsclass.com

www.sublimatedsportskit.co.uk
www.cobraprokit.co.uk

BESPOKE SPORTSWEAR

SUBLIMATION
CUT & SEW

for all sports
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